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This paper proposes a new network planning architecture which takes into account 
aspects of reliability as well as cost-effectiveness. The proposed architecture facilitates 
network design in a ~ultiservice environment, where voice, data, and non-switched 
private services, for example, are established on a single physical network. A loosely
coupled planning approach i~ adopted to avoid increase in complexity due to the 
additional consideration of reliability and of the multiservice aspect. To this end, 
logical- and physical-network design parts are coupled with a well-defined interface. 
Two grade-of-service levels are selected as reliability measures for each service, one 
for normal and the other for failure conditions. Each logical network is designed 
based on the defined reliability measure. Thus, grade-of-service can be specified and 
distributed among users with a reasonable degree of fairness. A case study is carried 
out to confirm the usefulness of the proposed architecture. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, fiber optic and digital micro-wave transmission systems have dOll1inated 
metropolitan and long distance networks. These large capacity transmission systems have the ad
vantage to realize cost-effective networks. However, the networks tend to be designed in tree-shaped, 
low-connected configurations because transmission cost per circuit decreases as link capacity in
creases. Since such configurations result in heavier traffic concentrations, single link failures may 
create more serious problems in quality of service. The search for greater network cost-effectiveness, 
therefore, must be accompanied with reliability considerations of equivalent importance. 

In attempting to develop a more effective network planning method, we have been faced with 
two major problems. The first is the increased complexity of design requirements caused by the 
addition of the reliability issue. Many conventional network planning methods have dealt with 
reliability in terms either of the logical network or the physical network [1][2], but these non
comprehensive approaches are unsatisfactory. Logical networks here refer to switching and non
switching networks, while physical networks refer to transmission networks. Both aspects must 
be considered together, for logical network planning by itself is insufficient to deal with physical 
failures. Moreover, physical network planning by itself is insufficient to provide users with a fairly 
distributed quality of service. 

The second problem arises from a multi service network environment. Network providers gener
ally establish various services, such as voice, data and leased line services, on a single transmission 
network which consists of large capacity transmission facilities. The multiservice environment has 
made network planning issues more involved. Mapping between logical networks and a physical 
network is complicated .. In addition, the definition and evaluation of the network reliability are 
fundamental issues even in single service network. The selection of reliability measures is partic
ularly important, in a multiservice environment, to provide fair grade-of-service .distributions for 
individual logical network users. 

This paper describes a network planning architecture based on considerations of reliability, in 
addition to those of cost-effectiveness, for a multiservice network environment. It is organized as 
follows. Section 2, below, proposes a planning architecture for dealing with the problems discussed 
above. Section 3 gives case study results and discusses the performance of the proposed method. 
Results are summarized in Section 4. 
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2. PLANNING ARCHITECTURE 

In considering the issue of reliability in a multiservice environment, it is necessary to take into 
account the economies and the reliability of both the logical and the physical networks. However, 
methods in which logical and physical network designs are tightly-coupled together (e.g. Ref. [3]) 
require much computer time because of the complexity of the iteration process between the two 
network designs. Thus, we propose here a loosely-coupled planning approach, shown in Fig.I, 
where logical and physical network design parts are coupled with a well-defined interface part. In 
a multiservice environment, various logical networks exist on a single physical network. Individ ual 
logical network designs are here prepared for each service, and the physical network is designed to 
incorporate these services. 
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Fig. 1 Proposed network planning architecture 

2.1 Reliability Measures 

Various reliability measures have been used in different planning methods. Among them are , 
for example, network connectivity [1], available rate of transmission capacity in failure conditions 
[2], and the grade of service in failure conditions [4][5]. Some measures defined on the physical 
network are usable to evaluate network reliability. However, such criteria alone are not enough to 
provide a reliability grade of service distributed among users with a reasonable degree of fairness. 
The service quality in failure conditions for each logical network should be defined. We introduced 
two grade-of-service levels for reliability measures in our proposed architecture, one for normal and 
the other for failure conditions. Reliability measures are set individually for each service network 
in a multi service environment. Specifically, we choose, as reliability measures, blocking probability 
for circuit switching networks, time delay for packet switching networks, and available capacity for 
leased line service networks both in normal and failure conditions. 
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2.2 Logical Network Design Part 

The logical network design is created to satisfy the requirements of the above mentioned two 
grade-of-service levels. A design is produced for each service network, which varies with regard to 
combination of switching methods, routing strategies, qualities of service, and so on. 

The logical network design part of the architecture consists of normal and reliability design 
subparts. In the normal design subpart, traffic routing is determined and the primary point-to-point 
circuit capacities are dimensioned, to meet grade-of-service requirements for normal conditions. In 
the reliability design subpart, the secondary point-to-point circuit capacities are dimensioned, under 
the traffic routing determined, to meet grade-of-service requirements for failure conditions. For 
non-switching networks, only the latter subpart is applied, since the point-to-point circuit capacity 
in a normal condition has already been given by the input data. As a result, individual logical 
network design parts produce two kinds of circuit capacity data sets as mentioned above, one for 
normal and the other for failure condition. In this part, physical routing information for circuits is 
unnecessary because of the contribution of the interface part as described below. 

2.3 Interface Part 

The interface part consists of route capacity calculating and route constraint orga.nizing sub
parts. The route capacity calculating subpa.rt is provided to combine the required circuit capacities. 
The two kinds of circuit capacity data sets are transferred from the individual logical design parts. 
Following this, they are converted into required capacities on each physically diverse route, ac
cording to the failure countermeasure employed and the number of routes established. After that, 
individual route capacities for each point-to-point circuit are summed up among all services to 
obtain route capacity data sets. The resultant data sets are transferred to the physical design part. 
The number of data sets corresponds to how many physical paths are established between node 
pairs. 

The interface allows networks to be designed with the logical and physical design parts oper
ating independently. Mapping rules for the physical routing of logical circuits are provided. The 
route constraint organizing sub part constitutes route disjoint constraints which specify the rules 
between individual logical circuits. Constraint information is also transferred to the physical net
work design part. These constraints permit logical network design to be performed without specific 
concern for the physical route for each circuit. Physical network design can be performed with the 
route capacity and the disjoint constraints alone, without the need for logical route information 
owing to the interface part. 

2.4 Physical Network Design Part 

The purpose of the physical network design is to economize networks and to provide at least 
one transmission" route for each point-to-point circuit in failure conditions. The required route 
capacities and the disjoint constraints are provided from the interface part. The circuit routing is 
determined, the transmission systems are selected, and the number of the systems on each link and 
node is set. 

For this determination, a topological structure is first designed to give the network its necessary 
strength to cope with failure conditions in the topological design subpart. The design process 
includes restrictions with regard to connectivities, node degrees, and so on. The network needs to 
have a connectivity of at least two. Determined next is the circuit routing which will best economize 
networks while, taking into consideration specific failure conditions, providing separate paths under 
the disjoint constraints. In the case of a single transmission link failure, for example, the algorithm 
to be applied is one which is based on the shortest path algorithm, avoids common link use, and 
generates the link disjoint paths. Furthermore, the physical network design makes efficient use of a 
large capacity transmission system, as has been seen with previous planning methods( e.g. Ref. [3]) , 
to be very effective for producing economic networks. 
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3. CASE STUDY 

This section describes the case study to evaluate the networks designed using the proposed 
method, and discusses the results from economy and reliability viewpoints. 

3.1 Network Model 

The hypothetical telephone junction' network shown in Fig. 2 was used in our case study. It 
represents the basic case in which the proposed architecture is applied to a single service network. 
The network consists of 16 nodes, where switching offices and transmission terminals are located. 
The nodes are assumed to be located on 4 x 4 lattice. Transmission links are established along 
lattice edges, each of which is the same length. Two of the switching offices are tandem switches; 
the other offices are local switches. The total is divided into two tandem areas. Offered point
tcrpoint traffic between local switches is calculated with the gravity model, which determines the 
offered traffic as a function of the distance between offices. peM systems of 2, 34 and 140 Mbps 
are chosen to be the transmission media. 

o : Local office~ 

o : Local tandem offices 

Fig. 2 Configuration of network studied 

Transmission link failures are dealt with in this case study. Specifically, single link failures are 
considered since the probability of simultaneous link failures is very slight. Causes of link failures 
include such factors as cable cut, repeater trouble, and termination equipment failures. 

In this case study, such failure countermeasures as use of standby networks or multirouting 
strategies are applied in the physical network to meet reliability requirements, as shown in Fig.3. 
Dou ble, geographically separated paths are established for the circuits. That is, a pair of the 
physical route capacity data sets is transferred through the interface part. When the standby 
network strategy is employed, one of a pair of physical route capacity data sets represents the 
required capacity in normal conditions, and the other for that in failure conditions. In case of a 
transmission system failure, the standby network must be configured, for example by protection 
switching, to provide paths for downed circuits. Let us consider a point-tcrpoint logical circuit, 
when using the multirouting strategy. Both route capacities represented by a pair of cata sets 
are simultaneously used in normal conditions. \Vhen a link failure occurs and one of the routes 
considered here traverses the link, the capacity on the other route remains to be active. 

normal circuit 
standby circuit 

(a) standby network (b) multirouting strategy 

Fig. 3 Countermeasures against link failure 
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3.2 Case Study Results 

Figures 4 and 5 show the planning results for which the standby network and multirouting 
strategies have been used respectively. These figures show the relation between relative network cost 
and the worst end-to-end blocking probability under single link failure conditions. Note that the 
relative network cost is shown in the vertical axis on which a reference point (1.0) is obtained without 
considering network reliability consideration. For purposes of comparison, the network design is 
also carried out using a conventional method. This conventional method deals with reliability in 
terms of only physical networks, specifically under the restriction of available transmission capacity 
rates under failure conditions. Both the proposed and conventional methods apply the same grade
of-service level, 3 % in this case, as input data for normal conditions. 

These figures shows the economical advantage using the standby network over using the multi
routing strategy under the high grade of service in failure conditions. As long as single-failures are 
the only consideration, with the standby strategy, individual stand by circuits can be used for the 
replacement of more than one normal circuit in common though for only one at each failure. Here, 
a circuit to be used in normal conditions is referred to as a normal circuit. This "use-in-common" 
feature of standby circuits contributes to network cost-effectiveness. With the multirouting strat
egy, however, circuits cannot be used in common, since every circuit except for the downed circuit 
is in constant use whether in normal or failure conditions. Nevertheless, the multirouting strategy 
has an advantage over the standby network when a low grade of service is acceptable under failure 
conditions. Using the multirouting strategy, extra circuits other than circuits for the normal con
dition are not necessary under a low grade of service in failure conditions while they are necessary 
under any conditions using the standby network. In addition, the multirouting strategy has the 
operational advantage since no dynamic operation to configure the standby network is required. 
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0-0 Proposed method 
t:z.--.6 Conventional method 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

The worst end-to-end blocking probability 
under link failure conditions 

Fig. 4 Network cost vs quality of service 
under link failure conditions 
(standby network) 
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Fig. 5 Network cost vs quality of service 
under link failure conditions 
( multirouting) 
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Depending on the grade-of-service to be produced under failure conditions, our method results 
in network cost reductions around 5 % over conventional methods, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The 
worst blocking probabilities obtained by the proposed method fall almost into the points at intervals 
of 10 % provided as input constraints, while those obtained by the conventional method cannot 
be controlled. Point-to-point circuits capacities under failure conditions are designed to satisfy 
grade-of service requirements by the proposed method. Thus, the worst blocking probability can 
be controlled, and the fair grade-of-service can be obtained. As a result, the circuits for providing 
excessive service are removed, and the network cost is reduced. The controIl of the required 
reliability level and the cost reduction aI:e accomplished with the combination of the reliability 
control in the l~gical network design and the economization in the physical network design. 

In order to compare the networks designed by these two methods in terms of grade-of-service, 
let us focus on the networks indicated by the black circle and black triangle in Fig.5. These points 
indicate a networks of the same grade of service, which is 3 % in the normal condition and 30 % 
in the failure conditions. The cumulative distribution of the end-to-end blocking probability for 
each node pair in failure conditions is shown in Fig.6. The horizontal axis shows the worst value 
of blocking probabilities in all single link failure conditions for each node pair. The cumulative 
frequency percentage of node pairs is shown in the vertical axis. 

,\Vhile the worst end-to-end blocking probabilities among all node pairs are the same, the 
distributions are rather different. Figure 6 shows, the network obtained by the conventional method, 
which designs networks under physical network reliability constraints, provides the excessive service 
quality for many node pairs in failure conditions. On the other hand, using the proposed method, 
the networks are designed to satisfy grade-of-service levels in the logical network design part. Hence, 
reliability grades among users are fairly distributed, and a few circuits for excessive service quality 
are provided. Even by the proposed method, a few node pairs show excessive quality because of the 
module size, 30 channels in this case. If the module size decreases, the worst blocking probabilities 
for each node pair approach the required grade-of-service level (30 %). Thus, the cumulative 
distribution curve of the proposed method rises more sharply near the required level while that of 
the conventional method rises still gradually depending on the offered traffic for each node pair. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

This pa.per has proposed a planning architecture which takes into account both 
cost-effectiveness and reliability in a multiservice network environment. In general, several logical 
networks are established on a single physical network in order to provide various services, such 
as voice, data, and leased-line services. The proposed planning architecture is devised to avoid 
increase in 'required computing time for designing for such complex situations. In order to allow for 
this, several logical network design parts are prepared, each corresponding to individ ual services , 
and their designs are carried out separately. In addition, a loosely-coupled network design ap
proach is adopted, where logical and physical network design parts are coupled with a well-defined 
interface. As a result, logical and physical network design processes are simplified and performed 
independen tly. 

As far as reliability measures are concerned, various approaches have been proposed up to 
date. From among these, we adopted a method in which the reliability measure is defined in terms 
of logical networks. Specifically, two grade-of-service levels are introduced for each service, one for 
normal, and the other for failure conditions. Each logical network is designed based on the defined 
reliability measure. Quality-of-service can be specified for each logical network, and we can provide 
fairly distributed reliability grades among users. 

In a case study, we have applied the proposed method to a telephone junction network. Costs 
are seen there at some points to be reduced, depending on the grade of service in failure conditions , 
around 5 % as compared with a conventional method using a physical network reliability measu:e. 
The case study also confirms the improvement of the service quality distribution among users under 
failure conditions. Such control over service quality is a main contributor to the network cost 
reduction. Even more advantages are expected when this architecture is applied to a multiservice 
network environment. 
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